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a technical discussion

The Cubical Quad
L. W. Van Slvck W4YM
Sky lane Products
406 Bon Ai r Ave.
Temple Terra ce, Flo rida

T he cubical quad is a natural development
of the folded dipole. Observe Fig. 1. This is a
folded dipole. The input impedance is approxi
mately 300 ohms. Now stretch the sides of
the folded dipole out so the included angles
formed are 90 degrees. Fig. 2. This is now a
quad, and the input impedance is approxi
mately 125 ohms . Continue to stretch the sides
out and we finall y have a shorted half wave
line. with an input impedance of approximate ly
zero ohms a t resonance. Fig. 3.

w e are interested in the quad wire ,
st retched on ly half way out, so that a square
is formed . As noted above, the input impe
dance of this configuration is approximately
12.5 ohms. Now add a reflector }~ wavelength
(about 8 fee t ) behind the radiator portion ,
and the input impedance drops to app roxi
mately 75 ohms, a good match for RGII U
co-ax.

The power gain of the radiator portion of
the quad only approximates 1 db over a di
pole. The power gain of a quad with a re
flector approximates 7-8 db over a simple
dipolc. \Vith a properly adjusted reflector stub.
or coil, the FIB ratio approximates 25 db. The
FIS rat io is even higher.
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T he Q of a cubical quad is low. The Q is
the ratio of the reactance of an antenna to it's
rad iation resistance. The ad vantage of a low
Q antenna is that it is less frequ ency selective,
ami therefore easier to feed . If the S\\'H of a
quad is. or approaches 1: 1 at resonance in the
middle of an amateur band, then the S\VR
rises very slowly as the transmitter is tuned
towards the ends of a band. This is a di stin ct
advantage.

It must be understood that the figures men
tioned above concerning FIB ratios and gain
figures , may vary considerably from those men
tioned, due to local cond itions. They may be
greater or less . The height above an effect ive
ground, the presence of nearby objects, etc. ,
all affect these figures, either for better or for
worse.

The hall power point of a quad is approxi
mately 75 degrees. It is truly a broad band
beam. Of course, the FIB ratio will n lry as
the quad is tuned away from resonance, but
it varies rather slowly. and may be considered
as good at any place in the amateu r hand , if
the quad is resonated a t the center of the baud.

The total length of wire for a 20 meter quad
should be 844" for the 15 meter quad 575
inches, and for the ten meter quad -t I-t inches.

These figu res change somewhat when a
quad is built for three hands on a single fram e
work, as shown in the diagram, Fig. -I . In
general. the sides of the quad for 20 and 10
should be modified somewhat, and made sorne
what less, clue to the fact that the 10 an el 20
q uad wires are pulled in to the feed point of
the 15 quad . This reduction, in the case of the
20 meter quad is about 4 inches per side less
and in the case of the 10 meter quad, the re
duction in length is approximately 2 inches.
If this is not done. the bands in question will
resonate somewhat lower in frequency. This
will not materi ally effect the operation, how
ever, and may he ignored in the p ractical case.
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Q uad spreaders may be either of bamboo or
fiberglass. The bamboo spreader will last for
severa l years if p roperly treat ed with several
coats of alkyd resin enamel. Another way to
treat bamboo is to spiral wrap it with plastic
tape. wrapping from the small end. It is well
to dab the bolts which hold the quad wires
with a bit of roofing cement to prevent entrv
of water in this case. .

Fiberglass spreaders are of course, ideal for
sp reader arms. They deteriora te but little from
the weather. T hey are even lighter than the
bamboo, and are extremely resistant to lateral
stresses, although they can be crushed bv
dropping a heavy weight on them. Of course.
they are absolutely straight, while bamboo is
not. They are more expensive. of course. They
need no treatment against the weather what
soever. Bamboo should be bought in 20 foot
lengths , and cut to the 12'2 feet necessary for
the sp reader arms, in order to have a reason
ably large tip at the outer end. Cu rved wash
ers should be used to fas ten the bamboo or
fiberglass to the end spider. and they should
a lso be used in either the bamboo or fiberglass
where the quad wires cross. This distributes
the pressure of the bolts over a greater area
than if flat washers were used .

A q uad is truly an outstanding performer
on the amateur bands. It possesses a ll the de
sirable qualities of a good beam, namely, rea
sonably low cost, good gain, good FIB ratio,
and low Q tuning characterist ics. It is an easv
beam to feed , and seldom, if properly mad~
and adjusted, exhibits appreciable reactance at
the load . Check the signals. on the air, of ama
teurs using cubical quads. They are a lmost in
variably outstand ing. \V4Y~1
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The q uad is particularly suited to multibnnd
construction, as shown in Fig. 4 . A single
framework will hold all th ree quads very
nicely. In fact, the three band model is more
rigid than a single quad. T here is no notice
able reaction between quads when the multi
band quad is used.

A single feed line may be used to feed all
th ree quads, and no ;witchover system IS

need ed or desired. The input impedance, as
measured on a three hand single feed line sys
tem, is as shown in Fig. 5. T h is indicated tha t
the feed line may be either RG8U or RGI I U.
Use 3U if xmtr output x req. The S'VR on
the three bands has been measured as indi
cated in Fig. 6.

A q uad may also be constructed for 40
meters, hut the size is such that it fi rst must
he determined whether or not there is room
for erection. The length of a side would be
approximately 35 feet and the boom length
would be 16 feet.

The reflector port ion of a quad must reso
nate at approximately 5%lower than the radia
tor. This may be accomplished by the use of
either a tuning stub, or a reflector coil. T he
reflector coil is compact, and needs no ar
rangement for holding the ends. A stu b is
somewhat easier to tune correctly, but is more
cumbersome, and needs an arrangement for
holding the stub in place. A stub arrangement
is a likely arrangement for a single quad, but
the coils are much superior for a three band
quad, due to the complicated lash up neces
sa ry where three stu bs are used. A reflector
coil may consist of several tu rns of wire wound
on a one inch diameter. non-hygroscopic tube.
The same wire as U SL'<:! for the q uad elements
may be used for the coils. No. 14, enamelled
copper wire is recommended. as it will carry a
full kilowatt with ease.
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Joe Willioms W6SFM
4150 Beck Avenue
North Hollywood, Calif .

PhOJO &redlt: Bob Jensen W 6VGO

The Quad is no longer a "new" antenna but
it is showing every sign of never becoming an
old antenna. The unique structure and per
formance of these beams has made them a
subject and the objects of con tinuing interest
to rad io amateurs. In short, the quad seems
to be here to stay. The fi rst cubical quad was
devised hy \V9LZX while he was associated
with missionary radio stat ion HelD near Quito,
Equador. That fi rst quad was cut for an Inter
national Short Wave band and was beamed on
the United States; later \V9LZX, using the
call HeIJB, used a quad on the 20 Meter
ham band. The rest is a part of amateur radio
history. T he quad caught on and has snow
hailed to become one of the most popular DX
antennas in the world'! The simplici ty and
efficiency of this antenna type makes it an ex
cellent array for the high frequencies and it is
finding increased favor as a VHF radiator and
collector."

A most casual survey of antennas for HF
and VHF will reveal those qualit ies that are
sought by the amateur who intends to build
his own beam. An antenna that is attractive i.;
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one that will render reasonably consistent re
sults and which can be constructed and used
with a minimum of folderol. The Quad is such
an array. In its simplest form, a quad is a one
wavelength driven loop with an adjacent para
sitic reflector. The reflector is spaced from one
tenth to one-q uarter of a wavelength behind
the tuned sq uare and caused to be self reso
nant at a frequency about 5% lower than that
of the Antenna element. This combinat ion will
prod uce a two clement beam that is capable of
a 5 db forward gain, a Iron t-to-back ra tio of
15 or more decibels and a low radiation angle.

In any antenna system, the optimum ad
justment of the antenna in regard to forward
gain, front-to-buck ratio, drive poin t resistance
and VS\VR will be obtained at one specific
frequency and only at that frequency. When
an arrav is worked at other than its design Ire-,

quency, compromises of the above characteris
tics will occur. T he ability of an antenna to be
operated at any distance from its design point
deper.ds upon its type. T he Rhombic is per
haps the most tolerant of antennas since it can
be operated over a 2 to 1 freq uency range. A
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or a table saw will make this work fast and
easy. The tongue of wood. that remains after
the slot cuts have been made can be removed
by scoring and delaminating with a wood chisel
or a sharp screwdriver. Square blocks are not
used to make the sp reader support because
they will not produce the desired aspect ratio
when the plates are assembled. The comers
are trimmed to make flat surfaces for the drill
ing of the spreader socket holes. These holes,
which should be made after the spreader
diameters are known, shou ld be piloted with a
small drill prior to the final boring. Slight
drilling errors at this stage of the construction
will be magnified into larger errors when the
sp readers are mounted- so much care and
enough time should be spent here. In the
building of the prototype of this quad, the
holes were made with an electric hand drill
and a small liquid level was used to make
sure that the drill was perpendicular to the
work. After the plywood block is completed
and the cement bas set, the holes for the U
bolt mast clamp can be drilled. The If-bolt
can have a throat size of l ~ to H' inches and
must be at least 3~ inches long. The "V" sad
dle formed by the joined plywood plates
serves as the other half of the mast clamp as
shown in Fig. 2.

The spreaders used in this quad are made of
bamboo. These particular bamboos are 4 foot
plant stakes which are standard nursery items

3-5/1/
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quad will perform very well from 3% below its
design frequency to 5% above that frequency
and it is for this reason that quad frequency
placement is often toward the low end of the
amateur band for which it is cut .

The light weight VHF quad shown in the
photographs and diagrams was designed to
provide a simple two band beam that would
offer a reasonable measure of gain, an effec
tive degree of directivity and economy of con
struction . The true "cubical" quad has a spac
ing between the d riven element and the re
flector of one-q uarter wavelength ; this gives
the array a cuboid outline. As a practical mat
ter, the cub ical quad is more difficult to build
and will render less Forward gain than some
other q uad Forms. F ield tests have iodicated
that the element spacing that will give the
highest gain- 5.7 db-is one-eighth wave
length.' ' / 8 pacing can be developed without
a boom and is the spacing used in this VHF
quad. The plywood spreader support used in
its construction causes the relative spacing of
each antenna in this a rray to be the same. In
a free-space situation where a quad's environ
ment is perfect and its reflector is properly
tuned, the amount of space between the driven
element and its reflector is the principal drive
point resistance determinant. This means that
under certain cond itions one transmission line
can be caused to match, or nearly match,
either of several driven elements." This is pos
sible just as it is possible to work more than
one dipole from a single feedline when the
dipoles are suspended at a proper height
above the ground." Ordinarily, we could expect
the '/8 spacing between the elements of this
VHF quad to create a radiation resistance of
about 60 ohms. This impedance figure pre·
supposes that the ground is moderately con
ductive and that foreign objects such as trees,
power lines, the mast, guy lines and other
quad elements exert no influence over the be
havior of the quad. Such a model situation
seldom, if ever, exists and for that reason the
feed point impedance of each driven element
is considered to be in the neighborhood of 52
ohms.

Construction

The construction of this quad begins with
the sp reader support block. Two identical ply
wood plates (Fig. 1 ) are glued together with
\Veldwood cement to make one strong unit.
The dimensions of each plate can be drawn
all the ;Il" plywood stock to facilitate the saw
ing. Any kind of fine toothed saw can be used
to make these cuts but a tilt-head sab re saw
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Fig. 2

priced at about a nickel each. They should be
selected so that they are straight and have
base end diameters of about ~". Dowel stock
of ";" to ~" can also be used. A four foot
length of ~" dowel is sometimes hard to find
but 8 foot lengths of 7/16" stock are reason
ably common at lumher yards. The use of
dowel sp readers will increase the weight of
the quad. The sp readers are cemented into
their sockets but should not be trimmed until
the quad has been completed . After the ce
ment has set, the block and sp readers can be
weatherproofed and the builder has several
chokes of materials for finishing the wood
parts . Varnish, Epoxy paint or boat resin will
all provide protect ion and, if it is nece ssary,
ordinary house paint can be used. The quad
in the photos was plasticized with a west coast
product called Varathane.

In fi gu ring the wire t ie points on the spread
ers, all measurements are made from the center
of the support block. As the measurements are
made, marks should be placed on the spread
ers at 15" and at 43Jf" for the driven elements.
For the reflector spreaders, the marks should
be made at 15~" and at 45~~" unless stub tun
ing is to be used. If stubs are used, as de
scribed later, mark the reflector sp readers just
as the others.

The W ires

The inch is handy for VHF use and will lead
to less annoyance than will the use of feet and
decimal fra~tions of the foot; to compute the
length, in inches, of each side of a driven
element : the design frequency, in megacycles,
is divided into the constant 2976. The re
flectors of this beam are stubless and their
dimensions are based upon dead reckoning .
That is, each reflector is made 5% longer than
its associated antenna element. This method of
reflector construction was chosen for the fol
lowing reasons. An oversized reflector can be
made up, installed and used with no instru
mentation ; the absence of a stub will avoid
any distortion of the radiation and collection
patterns that sometimes occurs with stub use;
the oversized reflector ,vill increase the effec
tive aperture of each quad sect ion and will
enlarge the capture area of each of the an
tennas. Stubs can, of course, be used to arti
ficially lengthen the reflectors and their lise in
quad construction is common. \Vhen stubs
are used they should he in the form of 3"
open wire ladders which are closed at their
bottom ends . The stubs can be insulated and
separated with three-inch plastic spreaders or
the old stand-by : dowels which have been
boiled in wax or paraffin. The stubs are in
serted into the centers of the bottoms of the
reflector wires.

Using solid or stranded wire of # 16 to # 20
gauge, the antenna and reflector squares should
he carefully planned. After being freed of
kinks and having been stretched slightly, the
wires can be measured and marked off with
nail polish. The wire marks should he made
at those points that will become corners when
the loops are attached to the spreaders. Each

R 61 "

A-20"-

,

The builder can lise the wi re dimensions
given here ( Fig. 3 ) or the elements can he
cut to favor local net or repeater frequencies.
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IO-IS-20M QUADS

Foreign listings
(All outside U.S .)

$3.00 U.S. Listings
(All K and W calls)

$5.00

• Rotote with TV Rotor
• Hi gh FIB Rat io
• Ver y L ow SWR
• High Gain
• Low Q Broadly Tuned
• Eos y to Match
• Lo w Wind Re s i s tonce
• Rugged Con struct ion
Write for Fre e L it e ratu re

.PI(-TUNED -TRIBANO

$999 5
Fib.'llIlan

• ,IE- CUT

$599 5
Ii Clift I:t 0 0

THREE IMPORTANT
REASONS WHY
YOU NEED THE

NEW 1963
SUMMER
CAllBOOK

USED EQUIPMENT -
GUARANTEED A-I CONDITION

,. •• GONSET G-66 RCVR (8 In stock) $99•
.. • * GONSEl 12 volt thin packs $14•
• • • GONSEr 3 way pow. supply $29.
* * * GONSET G·77A W/pow. sup. 6 left . . . . . . . $139.
COLLINS 32V1 $149. 32V2 $199. B .. W 5100 $179.
DX100 $129. ViII " SOD" nntr $475. GSa 101 $229.
INVADER " 2000" $875. 20A w/v', $1 59. HQ170e $249.
Man, others In stock. Write .. ask. Top TUde· lns!

Complete line of Antennas &. Ham Parts.
DiJlrihldQr for Col/in/, H"mm"r/,md, } ohnum,
H.,/Jiu4/Url, Gomet, NaI;o"al, D,..,le, B 6 If' .

Equipment above prepaid in Continental U. s.

MISSION HAM SUPPLIES
5472 Min ion BI¥d. Ri¥ers id e. C.llllrni.

Pllo ne (area code 7••) OV ] -0523

• If your present CALLBOOK
is only~ year old. over 20%
of the listings have been
changed or added!

• Over 13,000 new amateurs added since
the Summer. 1963 issue-another major
license increase!

• Complete ly revised essential data-latest
international prefixes, a signals, postal
info., airline distances, time chart, etc.

Now on sale at your amateur equipment dealer; if not conven
iently located you may order by mall (please add 25c for mall·
ing) f rom:

RADIO AMATEUR CALlBDOK
Dept . B, 4844 Fulle rton Ave., Chicaio 39, III .

P S Write for illustrated brochure on excrusrve
• . WORLD ATLAS .. OX GUIDE ... SPEC IAL FULL COLOR MAPS.

wire element is attached to the spreaders with
15 pound test soft monofilament fishing line.
A series of clove hitches and square knots can
be used to secure each wire comer to its proper
spot on the spreader. It's easier and neater
when the monofil is tied to the spreader first.
After the monofil is trimmed. the ends ca n
be burred with a hot cigarette to prevent un
raveling. T he insulators used at the feed
points of the driven elements should be small
and light. 1" sJugs of plastic, drilled to accept
the wires. will work fin e and a toothbrush
handle will furnish enough insulators for the
whole project. The drive points can be water
proofed by enclosing them in small plastic
boxes as shown in Fig. 4; the boxes can be
sea led with model cement.

Fig . 4

This quad is light and is Bot very big hut
it will be found that elemen t a ttachment goes
easier if the block and spreaders are supported
while this work is being done. If the block is
damped to a section of mast and the mast is
held horizontally in a bench vise. it will be
possible to walk around the spreaders to make
the wire ties without too much difficulty. The
2 Meter elements should be attached first. An
other way is to position the q uad frame on the
scat of a kitchen chair so that the ends of the
spreaders will be free for work. \Vhen the 6
Meter wires are tied to the spreaders. it is
possible that the marks on the wires will miss
the marks on the spreaders by as much as an
inch. This can happen due to small sawing or
drilling errors or because one or more of the
spreaders is slightly crooked. Such small er
rors won't affect the performance of the array.
After all of the wire elements have been at
tached. a 30" monofil stay should be tied be
tween the spreaders-from the front to the
hack- at each 6 Meter comer. The monofil
stays will add no appreciable weight and will
true up the quad frame geometry and stab ilize
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the antenna mechanically.

The Feedline
w e are all familiar with the classic trans

ductance equation in which the generator, the
line and the load all possess the same char
acteristic impedance and in wh ich there are no
b nlanoed-to-unbalanced problems. Under such
an arrangement, the only losses that are in
curred are the natural losses imposed by the rf
resistance of the feedline. Unfortunately, this
ideal situation is rarely enjoyed by the radio
amateur. Feeding quads is like feeding other
antennas in that it is sometimes necessa ry that
we lise d evices or tricks in order to get the
rf energy to and from the quad's feed points
wi th a minimum of loss. The quad is a bal
anced antenna and should be treated as such;
this means that the most elementary form of
t ransmission line that may be used with the an
tenna is a two conductor balanced affair such
as open wire or twin-lead. For the sake of con
venience, however, coaxial cable is more often
used. The use of coax at the transmitter end
is simplicity itself since it is usual but neces
sary that the cable be connected to the pi-net
matching circu it, or the output link, of the
rig. Hut when coax is used, two bugbears pre
sent themselves: it becomes necessary that
some fonn of balun be employed to satisfy the
balanced q uad; and coaxial line losses are
high- particularly at VHF.s Practical solutions
to these problems exist and they will be par
t ially catalogued here. The build er has the
choice of several functional feed methods and
it will be assumed that the quad will be used
with an unbalanced shack termination in both
the transmitter and the receiver.

T he simplest and roughest way to feed a
quad with coax is to cause the antenna to dis
p laya radiation resistance at each of its driven
elements that wiII approximately match the
impedance of the coax and then just solder the
braid and inner conductor to the d riven wires
where they are brought together at a common
insulator. This drive method ignores the fact
that the quad is a balanced array-but it works.
In fact, it works better than it has a right to. LT

PL259

SAWN

FIGURE 6
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Many quads are fed this way at the High Fre
quencies and they tum in creditable perform
ances. The drawbacks to this arrangement in
clude: feedline radiation, deceptive SWR
readings and a directive skew in the radiation
pattern. Where such a feed method is used ,
feedline radiation can be reduced by the use
of a coaxial "balun." This is an electrical
quarter wave of coax formed into a king sized
doughnut and bound with tape. This type of
"balun," which is really more of an rf choke,
is situated near the driven element feed point.
The extra loss in troduced by this device is not
attractive at VHF and it is not particularly
recommended.

The Gamma match is an excellent system
for meeting both the impedance matching and
the unbalanced-to-balanced problems that go
with quad feeding. This tuned transformer is
described in d etail in the ARRL Handbooks
and in the W6SAI book, All About Cubical
Quads. The most satisfactory single-line feed
method for the multiband quad revolves about
the use of the Gamma match and it will pro
duce the lowest true voltage stand ing wave
ratio that can be obtained. The Gamma match
ing p rocedure is, however, lengthy and com
plex and requires some things not found at
every harnshack: a crank-up tower, good in
strumentation, waterproof variable capaci tors
and much time and patience.

The Sleeve Balum;' . 6 which is recommended
for th is 6 and 2 quad, is handy as a trans
mission line modifying d evice. ( F ig. 5 ) . Some
times called the "Bazooka," this type of balun
will change a coax from an unbalanced cable
into a balanced line without transforming the
impedance greatly as does the "T rombone"
halun. To feed a quad with a sleeve baluned
single coax is possible if the quad is for one
band or if it is built for two bands having
a 3 to I wavelength relationship. 40 and 15
meters for example. T his is feasible because
;\/4 on 40 is ,. of a wavelength on 15 ; thus sus
tainin g the "odd number of ;\/4" requirement
of the sleeve balun's elect rical dimensions. The
same concept allows the practical , if not exact,
use of a 6 meter sleeve at both 6 and 2 meters.
The balum sleeve is the same length, 40".
whether it is made with RG 8 U or RG 58
A / V because each cable has a velocity factor

40·

~
BALUN
SLEEVE

Fig. 5

COAX BRAID

INNER CONDUCTOR

~ ~I.===~==~..
!cd ~

SOLDER
SLEEVE
TO COAX
BRAID
HERELT
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r--TRANSISTOR IGNITION----.

LOOKING? SHOPPING? TRADING?
TRYING TO SAVE MONEY?

Itt. 1 Box 264
xr arenec, I lllnoh

3.5·30 MC RF PRESELE CTOR. Built· in AC
power supply. 18+ db gain. Contino
uous tun ing. RF gain control. Compact ,
6" x 4" x 5". Order your SK-20 Pre
se lector kit today. Only $18.98 post
paid! HOLSTROM ASS OCIATES , P.O. Box
8640-G, Sacramento 22, California
(Stock ing distributor of Air-Dux Coils.
Send 25c for valuable data sheet! Hy
Ga in antenna l ist free!)

VER SA:' RON/CS

Write Bob Graham for Special Deals on New and Re
condi t ioned used gear. Cash or Budget.

Graham Radia
Dept. C., Read ing, Mass. Tel : 944-4000.

Famous G4ZU Minibec:lms Now Popularly Priced
T he World f amous Minlbeam 10-15-20 meters th rough mass
purchases now ava ilable at t he low. low price . .. . $49.95
CB . IO Dual dr iven t wo element beam with 7.8 db gain on 10
mete rs or e n Banus
Weight 5 pounds - powerful - only $24.95
Hottest Parks Converter$ t hat will not overload and need no

llroseledor.
~[odel 50- 1 fullY powered - no extras $34.50
~[od el 144·1 fully powered 3 db noise $54.95

Writo for deta ils
GAIN, Inc., D ept . 73-7. 1209 \Vest 74th, Chicago 36, Ill.

Descr i bed In tbe J une issue of Popula r E lectronics. Complete
kit or Components incl uding D elco 2XI970 tranalstors. All
components guaranteed for one year. I mproves gasoline mileage
anll extends life or spark plugs and p<)inU. Pull Inst ructions.

Only $ 14.95 postpaid USA
Order Taday

A & F ELECTROMART
161 6 S. 81st Stre et Milwauke e 14, Wisc onsin

• YERSA -TKKXA wlt b magnetic mounling.
• Qu ick cbange, no holes required.

• Mo\"es easily from car to car.
• Holds secu rely at cruising speeds.
• Lo w YSWR , 50 ohm cable incl uded.

• Model 2A. IH · 148mc $7.95 list.
• .Model 6A, 50-52 & 144-1 50mc $9.95 Hst.

Ot hcr frequen cies ava llable; D ealers Invited.

Now at last a 2 meter converter complete with 3 V HF
transistors and crystal for outfut in the 6 meter band.
Operates on 12 V. D.C. A r ea bargain, for only $10.00
while supply lasts.
For output in other bands u se this with ou r 6 meter

converter advertised in 13 .

VANGUARD ELECTRONIC LABS Dept, H.6
190-48-99Ih Ave . Hollis 23, N. Y.

Kee p g card f ile of your ham fr iend s? Do il
the e gsy Wgy with QSO-LOG, th e ne w loose.

leaf QSO file. Compact, on ly 8x5x2, b ut re 

places 800 cards. Comp le te, space for gil t he
da ta veu Wgnt to keep . Rugg e d cons truction for

li feti me use . Money bgck if not sg tisfied .

$9.95 complete postpgid . (In Collf , gdd 4 % tgxl .
COHRS nenartment 77, Charter Oak, California.

r---2 METER CONVERTER-,

of dot sixty-seven ( .67) and an electrical
quarter-wave is 67% of a yardstick quarter
wave. T he sleeve can be mad e of woven braid
of the type often used for flexible bonding
straps. Getting a Meter of braid to slip on a
coaxial cable can be quite a tussle and it's
easier if the braid is put on in several short
lengths and joined with solder after the sleeve
is completed. At the builder's op tion, the
sleeve can be mad e by winding bare copper
wire upon the coax in the manner of a long
coil. T he sleeve bottom is soldered to the coax
braid and should then be waterproofed with
pre-warmed plastic insulating tape. If the q uad
is built for 2 Meters only, make the balun
sleeve 13~" long. When coax is used entirely,
the sleeve is installed at the load end of the
line; but if the line run exceeds 60 or 70 feet
the coaxial losses will become high, especially
at 144 me.

An inexpensive and more efficient line can
be made of open wire or twin-lead. In this
arrangement, the balun is mad e up and used
at the shack end of the system as indicated in
Fig. 6. T he balanced outpu t of the coax is
connected to the open wire as shown. T he
common types of twin- lead or open wire ob
viously will not impedance-match either the
quad or the balun; so the line must be cut to
a multiple of an electrical half-wave." The
velocity factor of household twin-lead is .82
and a 300 ohm line can be any multip le of
95". T ypical lengths might be 47' 6" or 63'
4". Clearly, the tuned line will not be right on
the nose fo r each band, so the following pro
cedure is suggested : make the twin-lead line
8 inches longer than its compu ted length and
check the SWR on each band as the balun con
nection point is tapped back toward the com
puted «mark." T his way. the feedline can he
trimmed to a spot that will be compatib le
with each of the d riven elements. Open wire
lines are affected by environment and should
be transposed-by twisting- to cancel the ef
fects of nearby cond uctive objects. Twin-lead
can be treated with silicone compound so
that moisture will not cling to upset the quali
ties of the line.

It is also possible to feed the antennas by
using open wire and a pai r of «Trombone"
baluns.s This method requires a balun at both
the sending and the load ends of the line.
The use of a multiple )./2 wire line and balun
combination can cause the drive point im
pedance to be mirrored to the transmitter and
good transcond uctance will be obtained.

•
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Feedline Connect ion
The balance corrected load end of the

feedline is soldered to the 2 Meter driven ele
ment. A 20" length of coax is con nected from
the 2 Meter d rive point to the 6 .Mete r d riven
wire. It may seem strange to use an unbal
anced coax for this link but if open wire were
used here , the 6 Meter driven element would
see the open wire link as an extension of
itself. This would cause the antenna to be self
resonant considerably below its design fre
quency. The coax link is less than }../4 at six
meters and thus does not assert its character
and becomes two pieces of wire-one inside the
other.

SWR
The most familiar indicator of the feedline

to antenna impedance match is the old boomer
ang factor-S\Vn. . If a quad is operated with
an S\VR in excess of 2 : I , two things will occur;
the directivity will get soft and line losses will
be higher. A high SWR will create an rf loss
factor that increases as the line is lengthened.
In a very long line, the standing wave ratio
can be deceptively low because of the line
loss p resented to the returning reflected signal
by the long ltne.v The des ign frequency S\VR's
of this quad were checked as the quad was
being fed with a line and balun made of 30
feet of RG58 A/V. The signal sources were a
modified Collins MBF and a Canset Communi
cator II. Headings of 1.25: 1 and 1.65: I were
obtained at 6 and 2 meters, respectively, on
a Heath Kit AM 2 refiectometer which was
strapped for 50 ohms.
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Adjustment
This quad has been built for vertical polari

zation because it is very popular in the Los
Angeles area. If horizontal polarization is d e
sired, feed the d riven elements in the centers
of their bottoms instead of their sides. If the
antennas are fed at a corner, oblique polanza
tion will result .

If the quad is built with the pre-cut over
sized reflectors, adjustment is not intended. It
should be realized, though, that the op timum
front-to-beck ratio and forward gain relation
ships may not occur precisely at the design
frequencies. When 3" wide stubs are used,
they should have initial lengths of 9" for Six
and 3" for Two Meters. The stubs can be ex
perimentally shortened, if F /B improvement is
sought , b y shortening the stub with a short ing
bar made with a crocod ile clip at each of its
ends. Such tests are more easily conducted with
the receiver tuned to a p roperly polarized car
rier which is several miles away and which is
free of reflect ions from mountains or other ob
jects that can obscure the polarity and the
directivity of the sent signal. It will be found
that the d irectivity patterns of this antenna
will be different from those charts wh ich
have been p ublished for horizontally polarized
quads. One of the most noticeable characteris-
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tics of any horizontally polarized array is its
dramatic front-to-side ratio; but this effect is
not as pronounced in the vertically polarized
quad. This 6 and 2 meter antenna has a car
diode pattern as shown in the graph of Fig. 7.
This collection pattern was plotted on six
meters over a clear op tical path between
Mount Wilson and the San Fernando Valley.
In this case, the receiving equipment used was
a Hallicrafters SX 110 and a Vanguard con
verter. The reflectors were not adjusted in any
way and Fig. 7 shows the kind of directivity
that can be expected by the builder. As com
pared wi th the front , signals fall off 15 to 20
d b on the sides and back; the slot in the cen
ter of the back may be as much as 42 db
deep. This rejection slot is handy for exclud
ing unwanted signals and can be used to pre
vent receiver overload when strong locals are
being worked. When making tests for front-to
back and front-to-side ra tios, the checks should
be made under several path cond itions before
any major correction is applied to the antenna.
Misleading readings can be ob tained d ue to
the many factors which may disguise the true
performance of the array. If your station re
ceiver has no "S" meter for making these com
parisons, the antenna can be checked by send
ing to a station having such an indicator. A
field strength meter can be used for checking
the quad but it should be at least 500 feet
away from the transmitting site .

Masts
The light weight and small size of this array

permits a variety of support systems to be used
to get it up to a useful height. The operating
parameters of this quad require that it be at
least one half-wave above the ground. or a
metal roof. This works out to be only ten feet
a t six meters and presents no real problem.
The quad in the photos is worked on a 12
foot bamboo pole which has a 10 foot length
of TV mast ferreled onto its bottom end . This
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combination is manually rotated in a pipe
socket which was driven into the ground just
outside the shack window. This arrangement
requires no guys and is easily dismantled for
Mountain Topping and other field work. An
other support and rotation method which sug
gests itself is the use of an upstairs window
sill parapet as the mast support . ( F ig. 8 ) . With
this arrangement, the mast should be bearing
guyed as it passes the eave of the roof. The
short turning radius of this 6 and 2 beam
allows it to be used within an attic as seen in
Fig. 9. The builder can attach this quad to' a
previously erected fixed or rotating mast as
the an tenna is being assembled. Construction
of the array is carried out as described earlier
except that the reflectors are left off. They are
added after the quad has been clamped to
the mast. A motorized or lanyard operated
flip -Hop arrangement can be employed if fre
quent polarity changes are desired.
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